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Background

• Widespread media coverage in recent past; visibility of security
problems has increased

• Spate of attacks in November / December (incl. two incidents
with 19 and 20 hostages respectively)

• Long-term perspective shows no significant change in frequency
or types of attacks in 2019 and early 2020

• Overall number of incidents just above long-term average
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Evolving threat

• Main challenge for ship operators and navies / law enforcement
agencies: situation is constantly changing

• Various factors to consider, e.g. weather conditions, traffic
patterns, naval operations

• Security situation on land (across the Niger Delta) also has a 
major impact (e.g. criminal patterns, militancy, elections)



Evolving threat

Maritime security incidents April - Sept. 2018 (left), Oct. 2018 - March 2019



Evolving threat

Maritime security incidents April - Sept. 2019 (left), Oct. 2019 - March 2020
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Current trends
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Current trends

• Average number of hostages per successful attack has
increased since 2016; contingency plans are increasingly
important

• Several high-profile attacks in 2019 and early 2020 outside of
Nigerian EEZ, affecting neighbouring countries

• Additional protection at anchorages now available (e.g. Douala, 
Cotonou); no similar measures outside of port vicinity due to
general lack of naval capacities



Current trends

• Perpetrators have no preferred time (day/night) for attacks; 
successful kidnapping attacks significantly more likely at night

• Guidance from BMP West Africa as well as crew vigilance
(supported by regular drills) are most important deterrents

• Regional countries encourage reporting to centres in the region

• Nigerian Navy in particular is increasingly likely to respond to
distress calls; citadel offers protection even after successful
boardings
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Summary

• Kidnapping of seafarers is main threat for maritime operators;
all types of vessels may be targeted

• Links between different criminal activities at sea (e.g. IUU 
fishing, smuggling, piracy) have to be analysed

• Regional efforts are ongoing (e.g. Deep Blue project in Nigeria), 
but hampered by a lack of resources

• Overall threat level unlikely to decrease significantly in 2020, 
patterns and hot spots will continue to evolve
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